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April 24, 2008

PR 5: DAE Systems Expands it’s Mil 3PL Division & Now Offers Fulfillment Services
DAE Systems announces an expansion of their long standing logistic support business capability.
Mil3PL is an ideal partner for defense contractors and commercial companies requiring customized
distribution.
Located in Santa Ana CA, MIL3PL augments DAE’s 65 years of experience in
manufacturing and distributing high quality machine parts for the defense and aerospace industries
with more complete logistics and fulfillment services.
Mil 3PL will provide both defense and commercial customers with accurate and efficient storage,
kitting/light assembly & order fulfillment. “Our climate controlled facility is conveniently located. We
offer storage solutions ranging from single palettes to thousands of individual part numbers and bin
locations”, observes DAE product manager Chris Cargo. “Our expertise was forged with the military
and aerospace customers. Now, Mil 3PL brings the same experience and competitive pricing to
commercial customers. We can track complex, individual serialized parts, to establish and maintain
traceability for our clients and their customers.”
Mil 3PL now offers packaging, re‐packaging and light assembly to its clients. Short and long runs are
welcome. “No matter whether we receive palletized or packaged components, Mil 3PL will organize kit
and package to the customer’s specifications. Mil 3PL can also re‐palletize the finished product to ship
back to our customer, or stor e it for later fulfillment,” says manager Cargo.
In addition to storage and inventory tracking, Mil 3PL will now fulfill orders received electronically or
by fax. DAE’s skilled staff will pull orders, prepare shipments, arrange for pickups and track inventory.
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